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White
Good evening.  After last month's Blindness for Beginners the response was clear - you wanted more - more detail, more examples on the subjects we touched on, plus a few we hadn't which you wished we had.  So here we go.  To help us with their personal experiences, based on having been newly blind themselves are Richard Lane, who's Web Editor of the medical magazine The Lancet, Richard is totally blind; and joining us for the first time as a panellist but by no means as a contributor to the programme Dr Rowena Forbes, who's joining us from Edinburgh.  And just to make it clear Rowena your doctorate is in research not medicine I think.

Forbes
Yeah that's right.

White
And degree of sight - because we don't play the PC game on this programme, we try and tell people - can you just explain to people, so they know where you're coming from, what your eye condition is?

Forbes
Yes, sure.  I've got retinitis pigmentosa, which is a gradual deterioration of the retina, it gradually gets clouded over and so the sight dissipates over quite a long period of time, so I suppose I've been living with sight loss for about 20 years.

White
Okay, thank you very much.  First question from Chris Cook who wanted Richard, in particular, to talk some more about this business of reading the post and also to tell us your own solutions, this is what he said:

Cook
Even though I've been totally blind for over 25 years I still find the occasional series of Blindness for Beginners programmes extremely useful.  I wholeheartedly agree with Richard Lane's opening comments about the need to have letters read being one of the biggest problems totally blind people have to overcome, especially when they live on their own.  Could you please ask Richard to finish his advice on this subject as he never got round to saying how he deals with the problem?  Does he still get friends to read his letters as and when they come round or does he go for the rather more high tech solution and scan all his letters himself?

White
Richard Lane over to you, can you remember where you were when you were so rudely interrupted, probably by me?

Lane
Er it seems such a long time ago.  But I think the first thing to say is sure and actually since the programme I'm not - I'm no longer living by myself but I have had a couple of years experience of living on my own and getting that post read, vitally important.  A couple of things to consider here.  One is for me it was getting a friend, a sighted person, to organise my post two or three times a week, that's not a recipe - you don't have to do that but that was what worked for me.  But thinking about it it's not just about getting the post read, it's about having the filing system and the organisation behind the post because actually on reflecting about this issue I now realise that one of the biggest phobias I had as a newly blind person was just the paperwork - the paper that you cannot read - just deal with that but just work really closely with your friend, your family, your volunteer - whoever it is - not just to get the post read but to have a filing system which means that stuff can be stashed away and referred to whenever you need it.

White
But you have got a cart and horse problem, haven't you, you do need the friend or the trusted advisor before you can do any of that?

Lane
Absolutely right, so that personal contact in the early days of sight loss is absolutely vital and I just hope that people out there do have those contacts.  And if they don't have immediate friends or someone they can trust or want to again contact the local blind society because I'm sure they can offer or steer you in the direction of a volunteer service.

White
Rowena Forbes, what do you do?

Forbes
Well I'm very fortunate in that I've a long suffering partner who's been with me for many years and he deals with opening the post and looking at it and reading it to me.  The problem with that approach is if I'm not there he quite often opens a bit of post, puts it down somewhere, omits to mention it to me and a month later a red bill comes in.  But on the other hand I think the solution that we've found is open it together, deal with it as quickly as possible, so that if it's a bill or something like that it's not hanging around forever.  Do a lot of things by direct debit these days, change your billing systems over to that way and then you'll find that you don't have to bother with cheques and things like that so much.

White
We'll come on to cheques but you think continuity in the person that you have is very important don't you?

Forbes
Yes I do and to refer back to what Richard Lane was just saying, I have a friend who volunteers for Cardiff Institute for the Blind and the volunteers are trained and they get assigned to one person and if it all works out the trust builds up.  And my friend, Linda, who's a volunteer is a volunteer for a wonderful lady called Myra with AMD and she does all kinds of things for her, you give as much or as little time as you want and also the volunteers have a mentor that they can contact if they're having difficulty with issues.

White
I think in fairness we have to say voluntary organisations vary up and down the country in terms of how many services they do offer, so I mean you might have to dig around a bit to find those kind of services.  Now another thing you mentioned Richard which people wanted to hear more about was your colour detector, so can you just remind us about that?

Lane
Sure, it's just - it's such a simple bit of kit.  It's available from Cobalt Systems and it's something I just use a lot and for people ...

White
Mainly for clothes?

Lane
Mainly for clothes, in fact I can't remember what the details said when I bought it but I think it works best on clothes, so don't go putting it up against - to see how brown you've got from your holiday in the Mediterranean ...

White
Oh I was thinking of doing that, I've just come back from my holiday.

Lane
I think it works best on fabric.  So true to form I'm wearing a dull coloured T-shirt ...

Detector
Grey.

Lane
Though occasionally I do wear this one, which actually I'm just holding in my hand here, which is a bit brighter.

Detector
Pink.

Lane
I rather like that.  So just to say it's a very simple gadget.

White
It is really simple isn't it, if you just pass it across to me, I mean usually people say things are very simple and they're not, this is - where are you, come on, two blind people looking for your hand, there we are, but it couldn't be simpler.  I take it it's batteries inside?

Lane
It's battery operated.

White
And you just push the long button along and I've got - I'm rather keen, as they know in the office, on cashmere sweaters, when I can afford them, and I've just had a birthday ...

Lane
Lucky you.

White
So someone's got me one but I'm not sure which one I've put on, so you push this along.

Detector
Very dark brown.

White
And it's very dark brown.

Detector
Dark blue.

White
Well it's changed colour - what's happening?

Detector
Very light yellow.

White
Oh right, hang on.  I'll tell you what's happened - I've taken it away from the sweater and it's probably told the - my hand appears to be very light blue.

Lane
Or someone's been fibbing about your cardigan.

White
But it is - it is very simple to use.  There you are I'll give it back to you.  So that's a good example of that which brings us neatly to the issue of fashion and looking cool or at least smart.  Now we've had this question from Philip Anderson:

Anderson
To what extent are blind people affected or influenced by fashion?  Are they more or less conscious about how they present themselves to their sighted counterparts?  Do they really care?  Is this issue different for a person who has always been blind than for those who have lost their sight later in life?  I pose this because as a 40 year old male who has never been able to see I am constantly being told by my PA that I have no idea how I look because I am blind.

White
Well than other than sack your PA Philip we'll perhaps try to give some more constructive advice on that.  First of all, Rowena, what's your reaction to Philip's point of view about this or the question he's asking?

Forbes
Yeah, it's an interesting one and again there are two perspectives.  My perspective, as somebody that's losing their sight gradually over a period years, so obviously when I was a youth I thought yeah I know all the trends and I know what I want to wear but of course style is individualistic and I would never see myself as following the crowd.  When you're looking at clothing if you've been sighted and are losing your sight there are still certain aspects of it you can appreciate, you can appreciate the way it feels - for example the fabric - also the style in general, if you know you wear a lot of shirts, long shirts, with pockets at the front or whatever and you like green because it goes with your eyes, if you can still manage to see certain amounts of the clothing you can make a good stab at identifying something.  But perhaps tell a little story about somebody in the contributor's situation who was completely blind from birth, as you know I work at a university and one of our recent students, blind student, was always immaculately turned out, young woman wore sort of fashions of the time and somebody said to her, you know, how on earth do you manage it.  And she had a lot of aunties and she went shopping with them and auntie would say - oh Alana this is a blue top, it's in cashmere, Peter's favourite, and here are some black cotton trousers, that'll go a treat.  And she used to just remember everything, put everything in order and wear it as it suited her.

White
But who you go with is crucial isn't it, and do you want to look like your auntie, that's the thing, and will your auntie give you the same answer - I mean in my house if I go shopping with my wife I get a completely different recommendation to the one I get if I go shopping with my son.

Forbes
Yeah, I mean you've got to trust who you're going with, so again I've got a large family and I exploit them ruthlessly.  They know the sorts of things that I wear and they will be honest to me, as will my partner, which can be another source of conflict now and again - what do you mean I don't look good in that.  But yeah you've got to get a truthful opinion, even if it's not one you want to hear.

White
Not everyone's got family, not everyone's got friends who - either who they trust or who they can get to go along.  What about, Richard, a lot of shops now do personal shoppers, can we trust them?

Lane
Well I haven't - haven't got much experience of the personal shoppers myself, so it's something I would - but I'd be very prepared to give it a go.  I mean just this general point about shopping ...

White
But they want to sell you things don't they, that's the point.

Lane
Well of course they do and I in a particularly bloody minded mood not so long ago decided I was going shopping in my home town, I wasn't going with anyone else and I had an idea what I wanted to get and I had an idea of what colour suited me and I went along and I had a very nice time, it was a quite part of the day, I should think the shopkeepers were just falling over when they saw me struggling through the door with my guide dog, thinking they've got a few sales here.  And yeah a few sales were made and it seemed absolutely great.  It was only when I got home and my fashion advisor took a good look that we realised that actually maybe about a third of what I'd bought wasn't quite right so they went back to the shop.  But that's fine.  I mean so one of the most important things you do, in fact the first question I ever ask now when I go into a shop by myself is what's your sale and return policy.

White
Right, well that's a good question.  Philip raises a lot of interesting points, we didn't read all his letter because I think actually there's a programme in this but I would just like to make the point that blind people are like everyone else when it comes to fashion - some care, some don't.  But obviously if you're going for a job, for example, or an important interview it's not just a question of conforming, it's about making the impression you want to make isn't it.

Lane
And feeling good and confident in yourself.  And I agree Peter, it's up to individual's choice - if you want to dress like a scarecrow that's up to you.  But I personally think to look smart makes you feel good, gives you confidence - it's just part of that getting on with your life and I think it's really important.

White
Yeah, if you want to blow an interview that's up to you but at least you should know that's what you're going to do.  Now of course we've been talking there about shopping and that brings us to the issue of when you're out shopping actually of paying for goods.  And we've had this from Yvonne Kershaw.

Kershaw
Could In Touch look into finances with regards to handling money and writing cheques for people with sight problems who would like to remain independent?  The programme spoke last time about people being taken shopping but did not touch on how to cope with the financial side of things.

White
Okay, this will be again down to people's personal preferences.  Richard, what's the way you tend to choose to pay?

Lane
Number one get someone else to pay.  Number two, seriously, in the chip and pin generation it's actually got so much easier.  But actually I can't remember the last time I wrote a cheque out.

White
People are quite surprised now if you do aren't they.

Lane
Exactly, so that in itself isn't an issue.  It's memorising a pin number and having some help putting the card in or paying in cash.

White
Now this is really interesting because when the chip and pin revolution started people were very worried about it - we got a lot of letters to In Touch about it and they've fallen off, which either suggests that people have given up and gone and found another way of paying or they've sorted it out.  I must admit I like it but Rowena there is a problem if the machines here isn't there.

Forbes
Yeah that's right.  Unlike a lot of your listeners when I heard about chip and pin I thought great, you know, all I need to do is put in four numbers.  However, when you're faced with the machine no two are the same.  Now some are fantastically well designed - they have the numbers all clearly laid out with the five with the nice bobble on the middle ...

White
Like a phone.

Forbes
Yeah, you can orient yourself on the keyboard.  But you know some you've got to press enter first, then put in your pin, some you've got to - you know the numbers are scattered all over the keyboard and you think you're hitting a one and you're hitting a seven, so you get your pin wrong.  So fantastic idea but unfortunately if there would just be a level of standardisation of machines - not all identical but at least the number pad clearly laid out - and at least a standard procedure to dealing with them - put your pin in and press enter - fantastic.

White
Just Yvonne's point, I mean there are still occasions when you do need to write a cheque, most of the big banks do issue a template which has got signature shaped holes in it, a piece of plastic basically with holes in it, for signing a cheque, so you can do that, we'll give details about where you can get information about the things we're talking about and the number of our action line at the end of the programme.

I just have to say, like Richard, I avoid this whenever possible and I would make a strong recommendation for telephone banking.  You know you can do that if you've got a bank account - you agree a password, you agree account numbers with the bank for the people that you want to pay using this method and then you simply do the transaction by phone at any hour of the day or night.  It works for me.  Can we just also just talk very briefly about ATM machines, you know cash points, because that's something that most people take for granted but do you use those Richard?

Lane
I do but not totally independently, so I haven't gone along to an ATM put my number in, taken my cash, known I've got the right cash and got on with my day.  So I usually go into the bank when I'm by myself in this situation and get some assistance from a member of staff.  They then look away whilst I punch in my number and then they come back and finish the transaction for me.  Again because the keyboards all seem to be so very, very different.  And I'd rather get help from a member of bank staff than get it wrong and lose my card.

White
But you actually do use them I think Rowena don't you.

Forbes
Yeah I do, I tend to try and find the ones that I'm used to.  I'm with a large bank and all their ATM machines are the same.  So after a few times of going along with somebody, as Richard has said, and memorising what to do.  I mean I only do the very basics - you know I can put in my pin, I can get money out and I can get money with a receipt.  And it's because this particular chain of banks all their ATMs are standardised.  But if I go to a different branch I do need assistance and I take somebody with me but never for putting the pin in, I always do that myself and I'd like to emphasise that point.

White
And you must do that in a queue haven't you - if you're in a queue don't reveal what you're doing.

Lane
I think if in doubt don't do it, don't try and be super human, you know, I know it's frustrating but it's one of the compromises I'm prepared to make, just make sure you're secure.

White
I would like to know why there aren't more ATMs which include speech with a set of headphones, you can do it, perfectly possible.

Lane
The technology's there.

White
The technology's there, there have been one or two around, never caught on.

Jean Pardini thinks we've missed the most obvious example for coping of all.

Pardini
The programme is offering advice on making life easier as a blind person but not one person stated how much easier life is when a blind person learns Braille.  Braille is an excellent way for blind people to communicate.

White
This is a huge subject.  First of all I yield to no one in my championship of Braille, anyone who's listened to this programme will know how I bore on about it.  But is it the answer early on in the sight loss game, that's the question?  Rowena, have you grappled with Braille?

Forbes
I haven't grappled with it at all.  Again it's all about what's right for the individual.  I, as I've been saying, I'm losing my sight over a long period of time and up until just a couple of years ago my sight was pretty usable - I do work and I do have all the access to work advantages - I've got software, I've got a magnifier, I've got all these things.  And people that have residual sight a lot of them do like to use it.  And I did take advice on this from somebody who has the same condition as me but is maybe 20 years down the line, he's a professor of maths out at the university.  And my first question to him was:  what am I going to do, I'm going to need to learn Braille.  And he said, no you don't need to learn Braille.  And he showed me some of his solutions - he had files with brightly coloured labels on to differentiate between them, he was using a screen reader at that stage and you know the technological solutions for the kind of work that I do just suited me better.  So I've never really thought about it from then on in.

White
Okay, that's true if you've got a bit of sight, at least you've got that option.  Richard, what about you?

Lane
A couple of quick thoughts on that.  Point one:  if you're just losing your sight and you're battling emotionally with the trauma that goes with losing your sight one of the things you want to hear least is right it's time for you to learn Braille, probably in about the same breath as it's time you applied for a guide dog - you don't want to hear that when you're first losing your sight.  So that was a major issue for me 17 years ago.  Point two:  from a practical pragmatic point of view Braille is incredibly useful, even if you only learn the basics.

White
So what do you use it for?

Lane
To label music CDs, items, occasional documents - things like that - in the house using a Braille dymo gun - fantastic.

White
Rowena, would you give it a go?

Forbes
Well yeah I mean I think what Richard's doing with it I believe you just sort of learn the alphabet so he can sort of label things alphabetically - I think that's such an elegant solution for things like CDs because I can never find anything.  So yeah really elegant solution so even if, you know, you've got something with an A on it, it might be Abba or it might be Albinoni but you know you're going to be there or thereabout.

Lane
And if you love it and find you're quite adept at Braille then crack on and go and learn Braille.  I have to say if someone said - waved a magic wand - and said could you be a great Braille reader now I'd say yes please, it would be a very useful skill but it's not essential.

White
Okay.  Well that's it for today.  Can't fit anything more in at all.  But we'd like to hear anything you'd like to add based on your own experiences or indeed anything you'd like to offer another point of view on.  Our action line number is 0800 044 044, you can e-mail In Touch through the BBC website and there'll be a podcast of tonight's programme from tomorrow.  

My thanks to Richard Lane and Dr Rowena Forbes and all of you who contacted us.  From me, Peter White, today's producer Victoria Brignall and the team goodbye.


